
The following products support Virtual Fence deployment
8M VS1NL70 / 2M VS1NN60 
8M VS6NLB0 / 2M VS6NN60 

2M VS1NN70 / VS1NNL0 / VS12110

Intelligent Monitor 
A Restricted Area to 
Give an Immediate Alert to Intrusion 

Demonstration of Ability's AI camera 
with Intel® Myriad™ X - 1 -Virtual Fence

http://www.abilitycorp.com.tw/html/product_system.php
http://www.abilitycorp.com.tw/html/product_security.php
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dRXcSw1Rzsc


Ability Virtual Fence monitors an area and sends an alarm if a 
person or object crosses the area. This solution not only covers 
monitored perimeter areas and provides detections against area 
invasion, tripwire and other events. It can also classify and detect 
humans and vehicles with high accuracy and perform further filter 
to reduce false alarm. 

Use profiles to create multiple configurations, for example for 
daytime and nighttime or for different parts of the scene. Each 
profile has its own settings and generates its own alarms.

Introduction

Area intrusion detection

Tripwire & other events Vehicle identification

Send alert
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Challenges

•High Contrast Light ( sometimes due to violent weather changes ) in 
    Image Resulting into Wrong Detection
•Leaf  Movement
•Animal

•Voice Signal Alerting
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Can’t prevent strangers from breaking in in advance

Too many useless alarms
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Exclude small objects in a scene with Depth Calibration & Size of objects to exclude

Calibrate perspective

Place vertical bars in the image to calibrate perspective. The bars represent physical objects at different 
distances from the camera.
1. In the live view, choose two or more objects of known height, for example humans or fence poles, 
     that are located on the ground and at different distances from the camera.
2. Click and place one bar at each object in the live view.
3. To adjust the length of the bars to match the height of the object as it appears in the image, enter the 
     corresponding object’s height.
4. To improve the calibration, add additional bars.

Example
If you monitor a fence with 2 meter high poles, position the bars at the fence poles, adjust their lengths 
and enter 200 cm (6 ft 7 in) in the fields.

Set the filter settings

Intelligent Monitor A Restricted Area to Give an Immediate Alert to Intrusion

Never Loses Any Illegal Intrusion

 

To enable the filter settings, user 
enters the size of objects to exclude. 
Objects smaller than both the 
entered height and the entered 
width based on depth calibration 
will not trigger alarms. By moving a 
rectangle in the live view, objects 
smaller than the rectangle will not 
trigger alarms.

3m2m

6m
10m
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Application Setting Notice:
•Position the camera so that the virtual fence is not too close to the image edges. The application 
     must be able to detect objects on both sides of the virtual fence.
•If the monitored area has significant differences in elevation, create multiple sets of virtual lines and 
     filter settings.
•Detection accuracy may be affected by weather conditions such as heavy rain or snow.
•Make sure that the lighting conditions are within the product’s specification. Use additional lighting 
     if  needed.
•Make sure that the camera is not subject to excessive vibrations. Vibrations might trigger false alarms.
•Small and distant objects might not be detected.
•Each time a vari-focus or fixed focus camera preset position changes, the application needs to recali
     brate. We recommend to wait at least 10 seconds before changing between preset positions in a guard tour.
•Each time the filters change, the application recalibrates. Objects detected before you change filters 
     therefore need some time to be redetected by the application.
•Objects approaching in a straight line towards the camera need to move a longer distance before 
     they are detected compared to other objects.
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Virtual Fence Setting Recommendation

Blend Into Any Environment

Camera & Application Setting Recommendation

Public Area

Office Building

Warehouse

House&Community&Villa Retail StoreMuseum

Perimeter Fence School Gate
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Example A : Draw the line inside the fence, on the ground and close to the fence. The distance between 
the container and the line should be larger than the distance between the fence and the line. If the line 
is drawn too close to the container, a person hidden by the container might be able to enter the protect-
ed area.
Example B : In example B, the camera has a bird’s eye view and monitors an area between two build-
ings. Draw the line close to the fence and extend the line onto the building walls and to the image edges 
so that objects cannot enter the protected area without crossing the line.
Example C : In example C, the line is also extended onto the wall. Make sure that the protected area is 
large enough so that people have to pass the line in order to access the door.

Camera Mounting

Virtual Fence Setting Instruction
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The field of view is smaller than the wall if too close. 

When installing cameras on the pole, there might be blind 
area, and installing two cameras face to face to realize 
monitoring without blind area.
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Example A Example B Example C
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+886-2-8522-9788 Sales.Ability@abilitycorp.com.tw
No. 200, Sec. 3, Zhonghuan Rd., Xinzhuang Dist., New Taipei City 242, Taiwan (R.O.C.)

www.abilitycorp.com.tw

A Leading Manufacturer of AI Cameras & Sensors
-Innovative ODM/OEM service provider-

Ability Taiwan / Headquarters
Tel: +886-2-8522-9788
Email:Sales.Ability@abilitycorp.com.tw

Ability USA
Tel: +18584012868
Email:Ken.Lin@abilitycorp.com.tw

Ability Italy
Tel: +393519569498
Email:Giovanni.parisi@abilitycorp.com.tw

http://www.abilitycorp.com.tw/html/contact.php
http://www.abilitycorp.com.tw/html/product_system.php



